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THE NEGRO IN AMERICA

What Must Be Done

A PROGRAM FOR ACTION
A TIME FOR ADVOCACY

In reporting the evolution and revolution of the Negro in America, Newsweek's approach has always been exploratory, analytical and descriptive. We have probed the twists and turns of the civil-rights movement, examined leaders new and old as they flashed and sometimes fizzled across the scene, analyzed the present and potential response of white America to the aspirations of its black citizens.

This week, in a special report entitled The Negro in America—What Must Be Done, Newsweek deliberately departs from its traditional method of covering the news. In the 22-page section that follows, there is analysis aplenty—but this time there is advocacy as well. The reason for this marked change of approach is that the editors have come to believe that at this particular time, on this particular subject, they could not fulfill their journalistic responsibility, or their responsibility as citizens, by simply reporting what X thinks of Y, and why Z disagrees.

In part we were led to this new approach by the events of last summer, when ghetto streets exploded in violence, fires flamed the urban skies, an orgy of looting and rioting seized cities across the land, and America was brought face to face with its central racial dilemma. In part, Newsweek's new advocacy stems from the peculiarly inadequate and worrisome response to those awful events—the call for a day of national prayer; the appointment of a commission to make its final report, quite possibly, in the middle of the riots of 1968; the subsequent hardening of positions by white and black alike. And in part, Newsweek's role as advocate grows out of the results of two months of intensive reporting from coast to coast.

Since late summer, a task force of editors, writers and reporters has been touring the country, visiting the "experts"—on campus, at every level of government, in corporations and foundations, in church and state alike. They started with a question: what to do? And they came back with the conclusion that nobody really knows—not the planners, not the police, not the educators, not the politicians nor the clergy nor the press—not, indeed, the Negroes themselves.

Newsweek's most ambitious editorial project culminates this week in this special report. It includes a review of the scattershot programs now being attempted; it reports on the multiplicity of projects now on the drawing boards, and it mirrors the conflicts and confusion that mark the efforts of the nation's best thinkers to come to grips with the problem. The special report concludes (page 20) with a Program for Action—a comprehensive set of solutions to the racial problem that gnaws at the very soul of America.

The entire project is founded on a number of premises.

The first is that America has so far failed to deliver to many citizens, and particularly to many Negroes, that measure of equality that lies at the heart of the American idea.

A second premise is that America has the ability to make that delivery: surely the most prosperous and powerful nation in history, which concerns itself with poverty, discrimination and deprivation around the world, can successfully apply its vast resources to these widespread ills at home.

A third premise is more arguable: that America has or can generate, the will to solve its racial problems.

For many a long year, Northern whites could look down their noses at the South, charging that white Southerners suffered from such social astigmatism that they could not see the world around them, or even themselves, with any degree of clarity. Then, suddenly last summer—and a couple of summers before—the fire next time became the fire this time, and many Northerners came to realize that their own vision was similarly impaired.

And what has been the result of this realization? Has it been a newly discovered urge to face the racial problem and do something about it? In some segments of society—most notably in and around the precincts of big business—the answer has been a heartening "yes." But in other segments—most notably the Congress, which tends to reflect the way the national wind is blowing (or at least how the politicians read it)—the answer has been a disturbing "no."

What makes this particularly disturbing is that Newsweek's editors are convinced that in order to deal with the racial crisis effectively, there must be a mobilization of the nation's moral, spiritual and physical resources and a commitment on the part of all segments of U.S. society, public and private, to meet the challenging job. To get this kind of commitment, the editors believe there must be strong and unflinching political leadership from the top.

Many will agree with parts of Newsweek's program; few with the whole. We do not pretend to have all the answers, and we may be proved wrong on some of those we do propose. But we hope that this Program for Action will stimulate thoughts and deeds that will not only point the way to a more peaceful racial prospect, but will finally bring those eighteenth-century truths, which all Americans supposedly hold self-evident, into twentieth-century reality.

—Osborn Elliott, Editor
The Cold Fact Is That the Negro in America Is Not Really in America

As America went to the polls last week, there was a special crackle of crisis in the autumn air.

In the midst of a corrosive war in Vietnam and a skittish inflation, the ugly issue of race became the dominant concern of the election season. After four summers of fiery rioting, color polarized the voters into black and white blocs in three major northern cities. The results—the election of Negro mayors in Cleveland and Gary, Ind., and the defeat of a white backlasher in Boston—were hopeful signs. But they were too close for comfort. The elections were a stark reflection of the racial confrontation building for a generation in the heart of urban America. And they did little to allay the growing fear that the nation is drifting inexorably toward a showdown between its white majority and its black minority.

The narrow victories of Negro mayoral candidates Carl Stokes in Cleveland and Richard Hatcher in Gary, Ind., and the defeat of white-hop Louise Day Hicks in Boston, demonstrated once again the resilience of the American political process—even under the sting of white backlash. But the challenge facing the country today goes far beyond who will control City Hall—a black-white choice that will increasingly haunt the cities into the 1980s. The real issue is not just whether Negroes can get elected, but whether they can be brought into full participation in the society. The returns on that question are not yet in. A sense of fatalism grips much of the nation’s white and Negro leadership. They know something must be done—and done quickly—to make equality real for blacks, and particularly for the restless black underclass.

They doubt that the nation is ready to do it:

The problem is urgent—as the exploding cities and the incendiary rhetoric make inescapably plain. But most of the talk about the racial situation is profoundly pessimistic. “We face an almost universal sense of impotence,” says one Washington thinker—and his grim observation is shared in government offices and academic cloisters, in ghetto storefronts and white middle-class living rooms. “I’ve got hope, but not a hell of a lot of faith,” says a black militant in Detroit, speaking for more influential Americans than he imagines.

Today, top priority most often goes to assigning blame for the national paralysis of will. Most liberals, already disgusted
by the war in Vietnam, complain that Lyndon Johnson has aban-
doned leadership on America’s top domestic problem. The
White House counters that it has produced programs but a
punitive Congress has tried to tie its hands. Congressional con-
servatives blame Negro extremists and the Negroes blame
white racist attitudes. And nobody seems to be able to break
the cycle.
Yet the current drift and demoralization cannot be al-
lowed to continue indefinitely. Millions of middle-class and
working-class Negroes are making steady advances, but oth-
ers—a restless, tindery lumpenproletariat—are drifting further
behind. There is no Arcadian tranquillity the nation could
recapture if only the black firebrands and the white back-
lash could hold their tongues.
Since 1940, 3.7 million Southern Negroes have migrated
North, many to the cities, and they are still coming at the
rate of 200,000 a year. Right now, Washington, D.C. (83
per cent), Newark (51 per cent), and Gary Ind. (55 per
cent) have Negro majorities, and within fifteen years they
are likely to be joined by Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland,
Detroit, Oakland, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Trenton. One
out of every nine Americans today is Negro, but the black
birth rate is exploding. ‘According to the census clock, the
200 millionth American will be born sometime next week
and the chances are one in six that the baby will be black.
If he is, the odds are roughly even that he will live part of
his childhood in a broken home, three in five that the pub-
lic dole will support him sometime before he reaches eight-
eteen, two in five that he will drop out of school.

\*What shocked me was how normal it looked to
have those soldiers outside Hudson’s.\*

The black riots—the most sustained spasm of civil disorder
in the violent history of a violent country—have already
changed America’s comfortable image of itself. Speculation
about black guerrilla warfare in the streets is already a staple
of conversation among reasonable men. The likelihood that
National Guard or Federal troops will be put on special
alert as next summer’s riot season approaches is all but tak-
en for granted among many. So is a degree of black mili-
tance and white hostility unheard of even a few years ago.
“What shocked me most about the riot,” says a Detroit matron
who watched this mayhem from her balcony, “was how normal
it seemed to have those soldiers standing guard outside Hud-
son’s department store when I went shopping the next day.”
And so it did.
By every reliable index, America will be living with its
new style of normalcy for some time to come. This year’s
summer racial skirmishes—especially in the schools—have
erupted from Newark to Los Angeles. The first November
explosion of the riot era shook Winston-Salem, N.C., and
respondents who accompanied Michigan’s Gov. George
Romney on his recent seventeen-city ghetto tour returned
with the conviction that winter riots are a distinct possibility.
National Guard units are getting special training. Local po-
lice are beefing up their arsenals.
In Los Angeles, for example, the cops are experimenting
with a 20-ton armored personnel carrier that can tote twenty
fully equipped men and boasts a .30-caliber machine gun,
tear-gas launchers, a smoke screen device, chemical fire
extinguishers, hoses and a siren so high-powered that its
wind can temporarily stun rioters. “When I look at this thing,”
says one L.A. police planner, “I think, ‘My God, I hope we
never have to use it.’ But we might as well be prepared.”
Besides the tank, the Los Angeles police are considering
adopting electric nets, foam guns, tranquilizers, super water
pistols and Mace, the disabling spray. The Detroit police
are clamoring for eight armored personnel carriers, and in
Cleveland the last word is a helicopter (to spot rooftop
snipers), lightweight armor-plated vests and a secret twenty-
page riot control plan.
Ominous as the preparations sound, they are generally in
keeping with the expectations of responsible men. No one
knows for sure what direction the black rebellion may take in
coming years and few expect huge Detroit-style riots to con-
tinue indefinitely. But continued serious trouble of one sort or
another is the universal prediction. “A lot of violence is coming
and there isn’t much you can do about that,” says one White
House staffer. “Terrorism is a real danger,” reports a Negro
physician active in New York’s ghettos. “They’re studying at
night: do-it-yourself bombs are the current fad. There will be
but they’re coming down.” Says urban specialist Daniel P’trick
Moytihan, himself something of an optimist: “There will be an
increased elevation of low-level rioting and a degree of ter-
rorism. Why shouldn’t we have it? Why don’t we
American leaders consider it inevitable? The answer is a meld
of ignorance and indifference, bigotry and callousness, escapist
and sincere confusion. But the inescapable truth is that so far
America hasn’t wanted to. On that point, there is, indeed, an
American consensus—spelled out rather clearly in the way a
democratic society allocates its resources. America spends $75
billion for defense but only $7 billion on welfare for the poor,
$17.4 billion for tobacco and liquor but only $1.6 billion for
the war on poverty, $3.2 billion for cosmetics and toiletries but
only $400 million a year for the training of adult unem-
ployed. In the early, nonviolent days of the Negro revolution,
an effective coalition of interests including liberals, labor and
the clergy was formed to achieve basic constitutional rights
for Negroes. But there has never been a widespread alliance

\*\*America spends $75 billion for defense
but allots only $7 billion for welfare\*\*
of black and white to accomplish the harder task: the economic emancipation of Negroes. To achieve it will require a revolution—in white values and in the way blacks have been conditioned to look at the world. But a start must be made.

The American Negro's problem is one both of class and of color. "No one is poor in America because 1.2% is white," says Federal District Judge Wade H. McCree of Detroit. "Many people are poor because they are black." McCree is right—and the reason for it is entwined in the history of the Negro in America. The psychic knot is as old as slavery and unraveling it is a challenge the country as a whole has not yet been able to face. No one knows how to separate neatly the class problem from the color problem—or if, in fact, the color problem is soluble in the context of America as we know it. Few want to admit that for the bulk of Americans, blackness is synonymous with inferiority.

"It is a restless new type of proletariat—and it revolts against the city itself."

This feeling clouds even the white perception of what the black riots are all about. Enlightened opinion—shared by men conducting the Presidential investigation of the disorders—is that the riots are essentially a protest against the conditions of Negro life, the denial of dignity, unemployment, bad housing, bad city services. Still, surveys show that most whites are able neither to absorb nor to accept even that judgment. The prevalent white opinion is that outside agitators and subversive troublemakers are to blame. Obviously, black-power and Communist organizers were in the field. They may even have sparked some riots and prolonged others. But no conspiracy theory will explain four summers of rioting in more than 100 cities. If it had been large numbers of whites rioting in city after city, the nation would certainly have absorbed the message more easily and taken steps to redress their grievances. But the rioters are black, not white, representatives of a minority, not the majority, their fury turned inward against their own neighborhoods, not against the world outside. So the message from the black slums simply hasn't registered.

"In fairness to whites, there are reasons why the riots are difficult to put into perspective. One is that the target of the black revolt is somewhat different from the targets of the more familiar white working-class upheavals of the American past. "Before," says Harvard's John Kenneth Galbraith, "people came into the cities drawn by industry. If unsatisfied, they struck the company, the mines, the steel mills, the auto companies. Collective bargaining emerged. Now, no one expects redress in this fashion. It is a new type of proletariat, a restless mass, pressed out of the Mississippi Delta and Puerto Rico, not drawn by jobs but by welfare standards and the amenities of city life. This new proletariat is not tied to the steel mills, the auto companies—so it revolts against the city."

'Maybe,' says one Administration man, 'democracy can't stand prosperity'

Beyond that, there is the over-all mood of the country—an irritable impatience which the riots at once reflect and exacerbate. Some like to blame the restive state of the Union on the war in Vietnam or on the untimely death of John F. Kennedy. Undoubtedly both are part of the story, but neither provides a totally satisfactory explanation. More than anything, perhaps, America is distracted by its own uneven affluence. "Maybe," muses one top Administration figure, "democracy can't stand prosperity." Whatever its implications for democracy, the current boom (now in its 81st consecutive month) makes it harder than ever for many white Americans to face the truth about the Negro problem and makes blacks more impatient than ever for their slice of the pie. "What do they want?" whites keep asking themselves—a logical question for those (including some Negroes) who have been rewarded beyond their wildest expectations by a system now under attack.

So impatient black desperation and white inflexibility conspire to prevent reconciliation and to block reform. The new mood of black consciousness spreading among young Negroes is generally a hopeful development—but unsophisticated whites see it as another frightening example of Negro intractability and some black militants use it to rationalize their own racism. Similarly, the working-class white in one of Waukegan's ethnic enclaves may be as hobbled in his view of the larger world as the ghetto black—but most Negroes (and white liberals) do not grant him even that degree of common humanity. The end result is a growing cynicism about the capacity of America to weather the racial crisis—and an increasing appetite for confrontation.

"This thing is becoming two armed camps, but it's a risk black people are willing to take," says Detroit's Rep. John Conyers, the most outspoken black congressman. "Look, we started the whole civil-rights business with two Presidents who both told Martin Luther King we can't get a civil-rights bill—it's impossible. But the pressure of events made it possible. Confrontation is both inevitable and creative. There's nobody who can call in anybody and turn it off."

Much as they abhor violence, many Negro and white leaders agree. "You get a new stop sign after four accidents, a flood wall after three floods," says Whitman Young. "America has traditionally reacted to tragedy and crisis. With the cold logic of his profession, one of the country's top city planners adds: "What it's going to take to change the priorities is violence, winter violence." "Change," a colleague adds, "will come about because of heightened stress. But it's a dangerous path because the country has a choice—and it could choose repression."

To the question of repression in one form or another is widespread today. Radicals mutter about black rebels being shunted into concentration camps—and their conversation reflects a real element of fear, not just agitators' hokum. There are advocates of garrisoning the ghettos and of limiting freedom of speech in the face of a clear and present danger. "What is remarkable," says political scientist James Q. Wilson, "is that there has not yet emerged a McCarthy of race: a figure with a mass audience ... who would say boldly and demagogically what millions of people are already thinking."

Clearly, many Northern whites today are thinking of repression—much as Southern segregationists always have. Whether their thoughts will ever be translated into political reality is anybody's guess. But American politics is already...
reflecting their mood—or, at least, the politicians are telling themselves that they are reflecting the public temper. They are probably right. Every public man feels obliged at some point or another to deliver a homily about the innate kindness or the conscience of the American people, but nearly all shake their heads when they ponder the application of those virtues to the current racial situation.

After a spate of creative activism, the Johnson Administration has turned circumspect about the Negro problem. Washington prefers these days to talk about the racial question in terms of the problems of the cities or of the poor—valid enough frameworks for legislation but an index of mood, too.

"You have to have a sense of timing," says one Presidential adviser. "You don't go out and make provocative speeches such as 'Where are we going, America?' when the country is deeply resistant. We can't tell them to hire those who have been burning down the ghettos. White America is fed up."

"The President has made enough pronouncements," snaps another Administration topper. "If you want to know what happened to leadership, I'll tell you. We lost 47 Congressional seats in 1966—that broke the back. The Administration's analysis of the Congressional mood is accurate enough. The President has made enough pronouncements, but a part of American life. Affluent Americans are gripped by an exuberant and caustic. "If Dwight David Eisenhower had met the riots of this summer the way the President did (with the in-coming! in a speech three years ago). But his public posture here projects none of the sense of urgency that marks his Vietnam crusading.

"I used to think we could afford guns and butter, but we're not even getting oleo"

The immediate obstacle to an all-out assault on the problems of the Negro and the poor is obviously Vietnam. The President has promised guns and butter, and on the White House scales, the butter has been substantial, indeed: $16.6 billion in new programs for the poor and the ghettos from January 1964 through June 1967, a budget request of $16.8 billion for fiscal 1968 alone. Yet, somehow, the impression of inadequacy prevails. "I used to feel the U.S. could afford both guns and butter—but we aren't even getting oleo," glibly Whitney Young, once the President's staunchest admirer among Negro leaders, now having second thoughts.

Young's point is that America's No. 1 domestic problem—whether it is defined as the problem of the Negro, or of the cities or of the poor—deserves the same priority of urgency as Vietnam.

Granting it that urgency would be a significant first step, but only a first step. True solutions will require a degree of sophistication and awareness on the part of white and black Americans far beyond the current pattern. It will require a heightened sense of responsibility among blacks. And, for whites, sacrifice, too. "It is a delusion to presume that the self-interest of middle-class Americans links them with the needs of the poor in the cities," Mayor Hugh Addonizio of riot-blooded Newark told the President's riot commission. "For rising expectations are not only a part of ghetto life, but a part of American life. Affluent Americans are gripped more by the need to buy a vacation home, a sports car for their college-bound son and a second color television set than they are with sharing their influence with the poor." But more sharing there will have to be.

Fuller understanding of the realities of Negro life, the role of jobs, housing, welfare and education, the Negro's responsibility for bootstrap effort and the private sector's responsibility to provide those bootstraps—crucial aspects of the over-all problem examined on the following pages—is imperative. So is the necessity to modify some of America's cherished self-conceptions. "Equality of opportunity" will have to be redefined—as Lyndon Johnson did in his speech at Howard University on June 4, 1965: "Not just equality as a right and a theory, but equality as a fact and as a result."

To focus on those remaining needs and to outline a comprehensive effort unparalleled in the American experience—acceptance of more government activism on all levels, of the social responsibilities of business and philanthropy, of sustained subsidization and quite possibly even of the application of quotas limiting the number of Negroes in neighborhoods and schools to
THINKING BLACK

In the restive city ghettos, a new sense of pride—and an impatience for power

"Thinking black" is Huey Newton and his rage—a rage so blinding he can look on white America comfortably only through the cross hairs of a gun. "Guns are very, very political," says Newton, the 23-year-old "defense minister" of an Oakland, Calif., Negro splinter group called the Black Panther Party for Self Defense. "A gun makes me immediately equal to anyone in the world." Not quite. Before dawn one October morning, Newton staggered into an Oakland hospital, clutching at a hole in his belly. Behind him lay two cops who had rotated him out of his car for a routine stop-and-frisk. One was dead, the other wounded. Newton—himself hit in the exchange—was charged with both shootings.

"Thinking black" is the kids with their "natural" coifs and their Afro clothes and their lessons in Swahili, taking a joy in peaking in the 1980s as the Irish and Italians before them will finally again their political goals and social acceptability. But it will be 40 years, the Rand man feels, before the integrated city can begin to be glimpsed.

The futurists' predictions may be either too pat or too pessimistic. But they are a useful index of the staggering dimensions of the racial problem facing the nation today. And the prospects in the melancholy racial climate of autumn 1967 are not promising. The hard fact is that whites have yet to show their commitment to social justice for the Negro. And Negroes, out of a deepening despair that whites ever will do so, are falling more and more into a mood of angry disillusion called "thinking black."
move for integration as a "coalescence of equals." This view seems to frighten whites only when it is advertised as "black power." So label the new black thinkers nonetheless heartily accept. "I've seen my wife come home crying because of the police stopping her on the street and asking her if she's a prostitute," says an Indianapolis poverty worker. "As a human being, I believe in human power. But as a black man, I have to believe in black power because I've lived under white power's disfranchisement." Thinking black today remains more style than substance, more mood than program—but it commands white America's attention simply because it is so pervasively there. Whether or not it is the majority view is neither measurable nor relevant: it is the operative mood of both the alienated ghetto young who make riots and the new Negro leaders who increasingly shape the public discourse about what is to be done.

"To think black is to say I'm going to save myself.

The first premise of thinking black is that America is after all a racist society—a judgment that may not do justice to the white man's motives but certainly describes the results. "We all grew up with the feeling that somehow Mr. Charley was going to save us—'-a rescue fantasy,'" to psychoanalytic terms," says Dr. Price Cobbs, a San Francisco Negro psychiatrist. "To think white is to say that my salvation is going to be Mr. Charley. To think black is to say I'm the only one who is going to save myself."

Out of that sense of disillusion comes a growing cynicism about anything, however earnestly well-intentioned, that the white man tries to do—and a surprisingly widespread conviction that Negroes may end up in concentration camps or even gas chambers. In so strained a climate, hunger-hating becomes common currency; violence at least legitimate and possibly desirable. The old leaders are neutralized; so despondent is their mood, indeed, that Roy Wilkins, Whitney Young and Martin Luther King quite seriously contemplated announcing this autumn that they would quit their civil-rights command posts in six months unless some- thing is done. Into their place come the new leaders, most of them young, some of them mad, others quite lucidly sane—and all of them united on the point that black pride and black equality. And the new leaders, unlike the old, can speak to the angry, alienated ghetto underclass.

The new mood need not necessarily prove destructive—unless white America wills it so. Whites must first recognize the Negro's terrible necessity to assert himself, to claim his own destiny. He has already discovered the power to disrupt. He will eventually come into political power in the nation's great cities, as the election of black mayors in Cleveland and Gary clearly signaled. And he has made some beginnings (page 16) at developing economic power out of his own fragile resources. He recognizes that he will still need help from whites, but he wants to bargain, not beg, for it and he wants a real voice in determining what sort of help it will be. What he is after is no mystery at all: the affluence and the dignity that most whites enjoy. What he does want is the old paternalism. "No matter how benevolent you are, you are still benevolent," says Karl Gregory, an economics professor at Detroit's Wayne State University and an unemployed militant: "I'd rather make my own mistakes."

The spread of "black consciousness" ought to surprise no one; the Negro in America has never been permitted the luxury of forgetting that he was black. He was ripped out of the preliterate culture of Africa, shipped to America in chains, emancipated from slavery at last to become not quite a free man but a member of a lower caste. He still tilled the white man's fields and tended the white man's kitchen; he was still punished for assertiveness and rewarded for servility; he was rather expected to be dependent on the white man's largesse, and he was permitted a sort of overt violence and easier sexuality—all, of course, on the reservation.

What the rural South had begun, the urban North completed. The black diaspora began in the late nineteenth century, burgeoned in the twentieth, hit floodtide during two world wars. The Negro population, as late as 1940, was three-fourths Southern and mostly rural; today, nearly half the nation's 22 million blacks live in the North and two-thirds are clotted in and around the nation's cities. And they came to the cities a peasant class, with nothing more than the muscle of their backs and the impossible dreams in their heads.

The cities, of course, have cheated the black man's hopes. But myths die hard, and the myth that the urban North is the promised land is not dead yet. Whites commonly assume that the North's higher welfare rates are the central attraction—the sort of utterly logical and utterly narrow judgment that comes from reading bar graphs too literally. Anything looks better to Negroes who live in un- painted shacks papered over inside to keep the wind out, who sleep three, four or five to a pallet made of a fertilizer sack stuffed with raw cotton, who sustain themselves and their kids on a diet of grits and beans and rice. And many Negroes still imagine that the rainbow ends in Memphis or Chicago or Newark; it is not the welfare statistics who write home. "All the boys hear all this talk about Up North and they just take off," says 17-year-old Artelia Hulet, a farm boy in Alabama's Lowndes County. "All the money is Up North. There just ain't no money here.

"The ghettos in America are like the native reserves in South Africa"

The riots and the grievances they revealed may at last have fragmented the myth: the flow of migrants into Watts has ebbed from 1,000 a month before the holocaust to 400 a month since. Yet still the trek goes on. Until this autumn, Velma Hatcher, 19, had a $350-a-week job at a small raincoat factory in Selma—enough to live on; and even to squeeze out the payments on a shiny new yellow Camaro. But the plant's mostly Negro work force, Velma among them, went on strike, and the company brought in non-union replacements. There was nothing else available in Selma; there was the car she wanted desperately to keep; there were the letters home from a cousin in Flint, Mich., about the easy, high-wage jobs in the auto industry. And so, one tarry October morning, Velma packed up, soothed her mother ("Soon as I pay for my car I be back home") and pointed North. "Velma didn't want to go North," her mother says, "but she didn't have no choice. She's tried lots of places up there, but it ain't had no luck yet. She wish she were back here, I know."

The story is repeated countless times: the rainbow ends in a ghetto hopelessly mired in the culture of poverty and the pervasive climate of failure. Most high-wage jobs, where they are available to Negroes at all, are for people with high-school diplomas and marketable skills, not Southern farm hands or Northern dropouts. So demoralized are the ghetto schools that it scarcely matters whether a student quits (as perhaps half do) or sticks through till graduation; half the job applicants at a hiring center in Boston's Roxbury ghetto have at least some high-school education, but the average reading
level is fourth grade. Most galling of all is the ghetto itself—a monochromatic preserve which, as the Negro psychologist Kenneth Clark notes, makes it brutally plain to the black man how little his society values him.

His housing is old, crumbling, rat-ridden, so desperately overcrowded that—at the density rate of parts of Harlem—the entire U.S. population could be squeezed into three of New York City's five boroughs. Garbage festers uncollected on the sidewalks; building codes go unenforced; the streets are not even paved in parts of Houston's black quarter. "The ghettos in America are like the native reserves in South Africa," says Ralph Bunche. "They symbolize the Negro as unacceptable, inferior and therefore kept apart."

They symbolize his powerlessness as well. Very nearly everything in the ghetto—its tenements, its stores, its politics, even its brothels and its numbers banks—are owned by whites downtown. Symbols of power become fiercely important: few whites understand the hurt Negroes feel when, whatever the merits of the case, an Adam Powell is expelled from Congress or a Muhammad Ali is stripped of his heavyweight crown.

And casual slights become traumatic. Once, on a visit to Watts, Robert F. Kennedy tried to strike up a talk with two baleful youths in Malcolm X sweaters. "They finally began to talk," Bobby recounts, "how they lived, why they hated white people. The garbage on the streets which was never picked up. One lived with his mother, he was 19, he decided to complain to the department of sanitation . . . They said, 'How old are you?' When he told them 19, they said you have to be 21 to complain. He told me, 'You can draft me and send me to Vietnam but I can't complain here!' The hatred left his face and you could see the hurt—which we'd done to him."

And finally everything crumbles. A bottle of muscatel becomes an anesthetic, narcotics a refuge, casual sexual brutality and violence the twin proofs of manhood for Negroes who cannot furnish the customary evidence: the ability to provide for a family, to buy land, to put a roof over his children's heads. Welfare dependency grows: six Negro children in ten subside at last part of their lives on the dole. Failure becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy: men wander aimlessly from one dead-end, low-wage job to another, quitting on the flimsiest real or imagined provocation since they expect to be fired anyway. Crime proliferates, most of it directed at other Ne-groes. Arrest records are cheaply accumulated, dearly lived down. Police and Negroes look on one another with mutual paranoia: cops often see Negroes as innately amoral, and Negroes commonly view cops as head-knocking bully boys.

"Sure, I'll be workin' tomorrow . . .
A man got a right to hurt, ain't he?"

In the end, says anthropologist Elliott Liebow in a brilliant study based on a year-long live-in on a Washington ghetto street corner, "a man's wife and children can become a symbol of his own failure as a man—too easy, translucent camaraderie of the corner becomes an irresistible lure. At the moment he submits, says Liebow, "he comes into his full inheritance bequeathed him by his parents, teachers, employers and society at large. This is the step into failure from which few if any return, and it is at this point that the rest of society can wring its hands or rejoice in the certain knowledge that he has ended up precisely as they had predicted he would."

For the corner is only a way station on the journey to the end of the line. At 17, Gary Robinson and nineteen other boys from his Harlem block joined the Air Force, but he had agreed to keep tabs on them ever since. One beat his child to death with a shoe and was executed. Others have died of narcotic poisoning, or gone to prison on charges ranging from mugging to murder, or simply vanished. Only five are still in society: two cops, a doorman, a hustler and Robinson himself. Today, a cool, trim and handsome young man of 32, Robinson is a poverty worker in Boston, trying to place the ghetto poor in jobs or job training. Sometimes his wards fall him; one of them, a man newly lined up for a house job, shuffled across Robinson's path one morning, generously nursing a toothache with muscat wine and offering amily. "Sure, I'll be workin' tomorrow . . .
A man's got a right to do a little hurtin', ain't he?" And Robinson does not get angry, because he looks at them and sees his own past: running with a teen gang at 12, puffing pot at 13, doing 28 days in The Tombs at 23 for possession of mari-juana. His mother came to see him in jail and cried, and Robinson decided to go straight. And now he agrees: "A black man's got a right to hurt."

'Talley's Corner," by Elliott Liebow. Little, Brown. $5.95.

The marvel is not so much that so many are destroyed as that so many escape destruction. Decades of striving have produced an authentic black middle class, stable, growing fast, a shade more cautious in its life style even than its white counterparts. There is a note of comfort in a new government report revealing that 28 percent of the nation's non-white families now earn more than $7,000 a year—better than double the 1960 figure—and that 151,000 families crossed the line out of poverty last year.

But the figures also show a dangerously widening breach between the emergent middle class and the hard-core ghetto poor whose lot, by nearly every measure, is either stagnating or getting worse. A Labor Department study of 1966 poverty-stricken tenement households found that 28 percent of the nation's worst slums found one Negro in three either jobless or earning too little to live on—an statistic that makes even the official unemployment rate of 9.3 per cent for slum Negroes sound almost cheery. And so the Negro underclass grows larger and more dangerous, its problems so stubbornly intractable to conventional cures that—according to the Labor study—no conceivable amount of economic growth could "stir these backwaters."

Yet crisis has set a counter trend in motion. A community that feels itself beleaguered tends to unite. Black America today feels beleaguered, and, for a trend-making minority among its middle-class intelligentsia, the unity of race is proving harder than the divisions of class. "All the middle-class Negro's efforts are pointed to success in the white society," a Detroit militant says happily. "But as the black giant awakens, he has trouble with his identification with whites as well as with his blackness. For the first time, there is something pulling at the other end."

A college-bred, combat-weary civil-rights kid named Stokely Carmichael signaled the trend the day when—without knowing quite what he meant—he first whooped "black power" on the 1966 Meredith March through Mississippi. The Stokely set has wandered since into a destructive and finally suicidal revanchism that glories in violence (or at least the rhetoric of violence). But they have left behind a whole Stokely genera-tion in the colleges; even Ivy campuses have their own black-conscious Afro-American student organizations, and San Francisco State—under pressure from its Black Student Union—has lately agreed to offer a fifteen-unit program of "black
studies." Now, thinking black, a phenomenon of the rebellious young, has begun spreading across the generation gap.

Suddenly, the disaffected poor and the middle-class militants have discovered not only a common color but a common private rage at the condition of being colored. They have, moreover, discovered a common hero: not an assimilatonist like Young or Wilkins or King but a radical separatist who has never—not by policy—been so important as the fact that he said it. "Malcolm said the things that we all felt but were afraid to say," says Lawrence Harrison, 44, a psychology professor at San Francisco State. "Once it became open, most of us dared to say them, too." His death completed his apotheosis: his image is worn on sweatshirts and lapel pins ("Our Black Shining Prince"), his autobiography is read like scripture, and even the most extreme of his admirers will admit that he was "blackmail," "blacklist" and "black day." The rise of the new black Muslims was a revelation for Negroes weaned, like whites, on "Little Black Sambo" and cartoons of natives stewing missionaries in iron pots. "Suddenly it wasn't all Tarzan and me flying through the trees the way we'd been taught Africa was," says John Torian, 30, a Washington poverty worker. "Suddenly we found that these people were talking about independence." The Negro was searching for a past he could be proud of; the new Africa had handed him one, and a future to boot.

The revolt of black consciousness struck at the old stereotypes as well. "The Negro now isn't the bubble-eyed, buck-toothed clown who was only good at stealing chickens and tap-dancing on a barrel by the docks the way they always showed us we were in the movies," says the Rev. Arthur Brazier, director of the militant Woodlawn Organization on Chicago's South Side. "I would see those movies in the Army and I hated them, and I hated being what they showed us we were in the movies, including "blackmail," "blacklist" and "black day."" The rise of the new African nations was a revelation for Negroes weaned, like whites, on "Little Black Sambo" and cartoons of natives stewing missionaries in iron pots. "Suddenly it wasn't all Tarzan and me flying through the trees the way we'd been taught Africa was," says John Torian, 30, a Washington poverty worker. "Suddenly we found that these people were talking about independence." The Negro was searching for a past he could be proud of; the new Africa had handed him one, and a future to boot.

'I hated the word they printed in big letters across my folder: C-O-L-O-R-E-D.'

And suddenly the question of identity has become compellingly important. Since white America seems unready to assimilate the blacks, the new black-conscious leaders respond by rejecting "white America. Even the term "black" has become a badge of honor instead of the fighting word it always was in a society whose everyday vocabulary includes "blackmail," "blacklist" and "black day." The rise of the new Negro is the apotheosis of a movement that has been growing up for a century more. "It will be partly painful and partly foolish. But the moment the society restores the Negro's faith and hope that something will change, the sense of self-pride will fall into place. Most of the kookiness is a reaction to not being accepted: 'You don't want me. OK, well, let me tell you, I don't want you, your hair, your food or nothin' to do with you.'"

"Black power" made Rap Brown, guerrilla war to Stokely Carmichael, or bricks and firebombs to the "do-rag nationalists"—the angry street-corner kids with their processed hair done up in black rags. But, to a new breed of Negro politician it is simply a statement of the truth of the matter. White America, they argue, is not ready to break up the ghettos—and the ghettos accordingly will, at some not too distant future day, run the politics of the cities. "We can have an impact in the cities out of proportion to our numbers," says Detroit's Democratic Congressman John Conyers. ". . . Through circumstances that we reject, ironically, nearly every big city is turning black." The question is whether whites will learn to live with that political fact, as Negroes have been forced to.

'I can't lose by rioting. Done lost. Been lost. Gonna be lost some more.'

And whites in good measure hold the key to whether the new black mood will prove in the end to have been a painful period of transition into the mainstream—or a signal of the final destruction of the American dream. There is a special poignance in the current state of the elders of the Movement. But a society that now says it will not reward rioters has not made black leaders the "marginals" that the nihilists who so easily command the television time dismiss the Kings, the Youngs and the Wilkins as "Uncle Toms"; the charge is tragically wrong, but the old leaders cannot prove it unless they can deliver. Now, even in the time of change, there is the old opportunity—whites seize it. The will to self-help has never been stronger. Only the irrationalists imagine that progress can be achieved without white help. But help is unlikely to work, in the new climate, unless Negroes feel they have a measure of control. Their mood itself reveals his faltering faith in the Negro wants what he has always wanted: decent homes, jobs and schools, a piece of America's plenty. Yet the new mood itself reveals his faltering faith in white America. In such a situation, the
danger is that black consciousness will become permanently and exclusively the property of its extremist fringe—the dead-end separatists and the apostles of destruction. Most certainly, the ghetto did not exhaust its capacity for destruction in Har-
family incomes below the level that will just about sustain life ($3,130 for an urban family of four). Yet of these 9.6 million people, only a third are receiving any help of any kind, and the help that it is is a grudging trickle.

What this adds up to is a deep black depression, all but unseen in the gaudy affluence of white America. "If it were happening to white men, it would be a national tragedy," says Don Jelinek, a bitter Southern-bred civil-rights lawyer. "When it happens to Negroes, it's a social problem." And the Negro's anger is reinforced by his conviction that, even if he escapes the slum, there is almost no room at the top for him. If he struggles to better himself through education, his reward is the final mockery: the median income for Negro college graduates is a bare $5,928. The white man earns $9,023.

"All we want," says Negro Congressman John Conyers, "is for America to be what it says it is." Nobody thinks there will be any easy or short-term answer to this cry for justice; what will be needed is nothing less than a profound shifting of values and priorities, a deep change of values and priorities, a deep change of priorities, a deep change in the Negro's analysis of his problem. But a beginning must be made—and made now.

The economic plight of the Negro boils into crisis mainly in the Northern ghettos, and part of its solution lies there. But the problem is as bad or worse in the rural South, where 55 per cent of U.S. Negroes still live, many in an unrestrained wretchedness that has spurred the migration of 3.7 million of them to the North since 1940. Until that misery is relieved, any real improvement in the Northern ghettos will simply attract a new wave of migration.

In the abstract, improving Southern conditions should not be a difficult task. Agriculture Secretary Orville Freeman estimates that the average migrant family could be persuaded to stay home by an income rise of $1,000 a year. But with no such prospect in sight—and with the Southern welfare system notoriously oppressive and inadequate—the exodus continues unabated.

For Negroes, the northward flow ends in Harlem or Hough or Watts. Once there, life is quickly reduced to familiar terms: the despair of life in the slum, the desperate search for work and the final dependence on the services of the welfare department. Welfare, jobs and housing are the three main spokes of the wheel of poverty, and a tangle of frustrations for anyone trying to help. In truth, improving a man's living conditions won't help him much unless he has a job. A job won't help unless he is trained to perform it. He cannot be trained without the basic conviction that he has a chance to succeed. But he is not likely to form that belief in the squalor of the slum. Thus all three problems must be attacked at once—but the nation has shown little willingness to face the task.

"If you had a business that wasn't working, you'd get out or try something else"

There is a basic legend about welfare in South and North alike—an oddly unshakable conviction that welfare recipients are a pack of idlers who would rather take handouts than work. As generations of social reformers have argued, it is simply not true. It has been amply documented that the poor do want work, but the legend persists and is used to justify a shockingly inadequate welfare system. Even now, only one in three of those officially classified as poor in the U.S. gets any help at all. Only seventeen states meet their own minimum standards of need in actual children—"a aid; four states dole out less than 40 per cent of the minimum they have set themselves. Aid to dependent children averaged $54.20 a month in New York this year; in Mississippi, the figure was $9.35.

There is ample blame to share among Federal, state and local governments, and among the voters who permit such conditions to continue. But there is also widespread agreement that the complex welfare structure is itself to blame for much of the failure adequately to care for the nation's poor. "If you had a business for 30 years and it wasn't working," says Mitchell Ginsberg, Welfare Commissioner in New York City, "you'd either get out of business or try something else. I think it's time we tried something else."

Three main proposals for basic welfare reform are now being discussed:

- **Negative Income Tax:** In a reversal of the tax process, families with income below a designated poverty line would receive direct government payments to make up for all or part of their "income deficit." Sponsors of the proposal maintain it could replace all existing welfare systems, but most experts are skeptical. A special government study last year concluded that a form of negative income tax that would reduce the income deficit of the poor by 42 per cent would cost $4.4 billion a year.

- **Family Allowances:** Monthly payments would go to all children, rich and poor alike. Daniel P. Moynihan of the Harvard-MIT Joint Center for Urban Studies, calculates that an average monthly payment of $10 per child would cost $9 billion a year (with part of the cost coming back in income taxes from wealthier families), and would be politically popular. But critics argue that the plan, providing children with little more help than Mississippi now allows, wouldn't do enough for the truly poor.

- **Relief as Needed:** In place of the present tangle of special-assistance plans, such as aid to the blind, the disabled and families with dependent children, a new structure would deal with all the poor on a basis of individual need. In theory, at least, this would be a leakproof system (that is, it would insulate the nation from possible costs), but it would be politically popular. But critics argue that the plan, providing children with little more help than Mississippi now allows, wouldn't do enough for the truly poor.

Whatever strategy is adopted, some basic welfare reform is essential. For one thing, as Moynihan eloquently notes, "The fact that a large group of persons is reduced to such conditions declares that the system under which they live is unjust. Period." But even if ethical considerations can be ignored, the self-interest of society argues for reform. For any system that condemns 3.5 million children to squalor in their formative years can only expect 3.5 million future adults conditioned to poverty and unable to break out of it.

"When people are able and willing to work, the government must provide jobs"

For the immediate future, the key problem in the poverty cycle is jobs—to help keep families together, to help shrink welfare rolls, to provide more-than-marginal income and contribute to the prosperity of the entire country. If Negroes alone among the poor had been full participants in the econ-
omy last year, the Council of Economic Advisers has calculated, they would have added $23.7 billion to the gross national product. Thus, in the end, any conceivable poverty program would turn an economic profit. But what is more important, this economic betterment would provide human dignity and independence for people who are now excluded from society. And the exclusion is pervasive: just as companies discriminate in hiring and promoting, many unions—and particularly the craft unions—have systematically excluded Negroes from apprenticeship except in token numbers.

The key to jobs, in turn, is training. Until recently, the official approach to job training was a bewildering profusion of experimental programs—so many, in the words of a Detroit riot commission, that trying to understand them "is like trying to carry a quart of unbottled mercury in your bare hands." But within the past year, the Administration has evaluated the experiments and focused most of its training efforts on one promising line: the "concentrated employment program."

The CEP approach begins with recognition that the hardcore unemployed aren't equipped to deal with middle-class society; a man who may well want a job doesn't know where to go to get one, or how to act when he finds it. Thus, recruiters fan into the slums actively looking for job prospects. Once found, the trainee is assigned to a personal counselor—and each counselor has no more than twenty trainees. "If they need literacy training, he gets it for them," explains a Labor Department aide. "If they need medical care, he gets it. If they want on-the-job training, he sends them to the right place. If they fail some place along the line, he should know why. He should never give up on a client."

Within the CEP framework, the government is also trying to switch its specific training programs from institutions to businesses where the jobs are. Too often, institutional training prepares men for jobs that don't exist; fully 22 per cent of institutional graduates have found no jobs. On-the-job training programs, in marked contrast, have resulted in a 96 per cent placement rate.

By fiscal 1966, the Labor Department says, CEP programs will account for fully 55 per cent of its training budget. But at the current level of effort, the government training programs are only denting the unemployment problem. This fiscal year, the department's manpower-training budget of $401 million is designed to provide slots for more than 200,000 hard-core unemployed, in addition to the 30,000 already enrolled. (There are also 39,569 teenagers in Job Corps training centers, and 400,000 others worked part time and in summer jobs this year in the Neighborhood Youth Corps.) "We get a program for 2,000 jobs for this area," grumbles Alvin Echols, Negro poverty-program organizer in Philadelphia, "and a survey already showed that there were 18,000 people out of work. What kind of concentration is that?"

To fill this gap—and also to provide for those who will inevitably flunk the training process—a growing number of politicians and urban analysts have recently been calling for an outright government-job program. "The public sector has to be the employer of last resort," says Detroit Mayor Jerome Cavanagh. "When people are able and willing to work and can't find work, the government must provide jobs." Such jobs, all advocates agree, should be socially meaningful. In 1966, a Presidentially appointed National Commission on Technology, Automation and Economic Progress proposed one such program and said 5.3 million potential jobs already existed in the fields of health, education, public protection and recreation. "We could pay people, at least, to keep the streets clean," says poverty worker Bob Castille in Venice, Calif. "It's as important to do that as it is to send a man to the moon."

In the ghetto's crumbling homes, pride disintegrates faster than the plaster

But the slum dweller is still condemned to the house he lives in—dank, vermin-infested, crumbling and overcrowded. In such surroundings, human pride disintegrates even faster than the sagging plaster. More than 4 million urban families live in substandard homes, and more have made homes, and the nation has made attempts to improve their lot ever since the Housing Act of 1937. Yet by April of this year, only 647,340 families were living in public housing units, and in the past two years the pace of new construction has averaged only 35,000 units a year. What's more, urban renewal, which was designed to rebuild decaying city centers, has in practice all too often meant Negro removal; in Atlanta, for instance, 67,000 people were displaced by the leveling of slums and only 11 per cent were relocated in public housing.

Clearly, it's time to try another approach to the housing problem; and in the past few years, literally dozens of ingenious experiments have indeed been tried. Most of them have focused on rehabilitating dilapidated but still sound buildings. By one estimate, half of all slum dwellings could be repaired at costs far below the $20,000 per unit required to build anew. Some such experiments involve no public funds; in a widely reported venture, United States Gypsum Co. last year rehabilitated six old tenements in New York's Harlem and turned them over to a local authority to operate. Others, such as Pittsburgh's widely praised Action housing project, combine the efforts of local business and government, operating with relatively small amounts of federal "seed money."

So far, such programs are not widespread enough to make more than a dent in the housing problem. Moreover, both new construction and rehabilitation of old tenements is hampered by the generally outmoded technology of the building industry; Carey Jenkins, a Negro architect in Los Angeles, snorts: "The structures we build today are commensurate with 1910 automobiles." Promising innovations are offered. Stanford Research Institute, for one, has come up with 29 basic advances, ranging from plastic piping to a suspension-bridge approach for load-bearing structures. But most such approaches run into resistance from construction unions and the maze of local building codes across the nation.

Federal planners, too, are seeking innovations and finding them with three major new approaches: the Model Cities program, "Project Turnkey" and the rent-supplement program. All three basically seek to involve the private sector in public housing, spreading Federal money farther by using it mainly for load-bearing structures. But most such approaches run into resistance from construction unions and the maze of local building codes across the nation.

Federal planners, too, are seeking innovations and finding them with three major new approaches: the Model Cities program, "Project Turnkey" and the rent-supplement program. All three basically seek to involve the private sector in public housing, spreading Federal money farther by using it mainly for load-bearing structures. But most such approaches run into resistance from construction unions and the maze of local building codes across the nation. Federal planners, too, are seeking innovations and finding them with three major new approaches: the Model Cities program, "Project Turnkey" and the rent-supplement program. All three basically seek to involve the private sector in public housing, spreading Federal money farther by using it mainly for load-bearing structures. But most such approaches run into resistance from construction unions and the maze of local building codes across the nation.

Federal planners, too, are seeking innovations and finding them with three major new approaches: the Model Cities program, "Project Turnkey" and the rent-supplement program. All three basically seek to involve the private sector in public housing, spreading Federal money farther by using it mainly for load-bearing structures. But most such approaches run into resistance from construction unions and the maze of local building codes across the nation.
slum environments. And rent supplements seek to subsidize low-cost housing by paying landlords the difference between a fair rent and 25 per cent of a tenant's income. All three experiments look promising; critics charge mainly that they don't go far enough. The Administration's total budget requests for low-cost housing this year added up to $1 billion, but judging by它的 appropriations thus far, Congress seems likely to appropriate less than $600 million.

A major stumbling block to any housing reform is the unpalatable fact that slum dwellers tend to be destructive—a habit that rapidly turns most housing projects into high-rise slums. "I've seen perfectly responsible Negro families tear a building apart," says a Chicago expert. "They tore off the fixtures, punched holes in the walls—it was just an expression of hostility." Many reformers think self-respect can be fostered by letting tenants run their own buildings, through tenant councils with real power—an approach that certainly works in New York's self-help NEGRO operation (page 16). Increasingly in recent months, though, proposals have focused on plans to make it possible for slum dwellers to buy their own homes. Most of these schemes, including Sen. Charles Percy's much-publicized bill, would help almost none of the truly poor. The Administration, in turn, is gearing a few turn-

key and rent-supplement projects to the idea of eventual ownership. "That's what's needed," approves Mrs. Percy Hogue, a Negro teacher in Chicago. "Then, when a board starts falling, he's going to nail it."

'We have to plant trees without pulling them up to see why they're not growing'

In housing, jobs and welfare policy alike, there is clearly no lack of fruitful ideas for dramatically reducing the economic plight of slum Negroes. And despite the fact that a great deal of basic information about slum problems is still lacking, it is equally clear that present policy is aiming in the right directions. "The day of the pilot project is dead," says Harvard political scientist James Q. Wilson. "Now we have right directions. "The day of the pilot project is dead," says Harvard's John Kenneth Galbraith, an economist who had a hand in administering controls during the past, producer economic dislocations almost as bad as the inflation they were instituted to cure. But, after a fashion, they have worked. Harvard's John Kenneth Galbraith, an economist who had a hand in administering controls during World War II, believes they may be coming again—not by formal decree but through the back door. "I'd guess the trend will be in the direction of stronger wage-price guidelines," says Galbraith. "The President might get reserve powers to move into critical situations." But when it comes to legislating actual controls, adds the professor "we're like a minister looking at an erotic painting: we do it but we don't want anyone noticing."

In the long run, the most difficult task of all may well be the facing of some ugly home truths about America. For this is, in considerable truth, a nation that spreads its riches chiefly among citizens who are already fairly comfortable. Farm-price subsidies, for example, come to $1.6 billion a year, and most of the money goes to the big farmers. The government this year will spend $3.8 billion on new highways—as much as its requests for the poverty war, public housing, rent supplements and Model Cities combined. In Washington, D.C., each time a commuter buys a car, the city spends another $21,000 on streets, parking lots and lost tax rolls so that he can drive. "This nation must be pre pared to control this rich privi-

And the commitment, once made, could be surprisingly easy to carry out. At current levels of economic growth, Federal revenues by 1975 will be $50 billion to $75 billion a year higher than in 1967, even without a tax increase; in this framework, all that would be needed would be a national will to use one-third to one-half of the increase on the poverty problem.

In the short run, thou', the decision will not be easy. For the basic tool for improvement is the strength of the U.S. economy; few doubt that any downturn would be felt first and hardest in the slums, where "last hired, first fired" has been a fact of life for generations. And the economy now seems heading into an inflationary phase that could well undermine the entire nation's prosperity if it is not stopped. In the face of this fact and a Federal budget deficit that might reach $29 billion, how can money be raised to fight poverty on a meaningful scale?

There are, in fact, several alternatives. Spending in other areas might be reduced; even supposing that the war in Vietnam continues, says one former Administration aide who is in a position to know, "the Administration is gearing for a few turnovers," Bayard Rustin insists. "We must reverse our concept of priorities," he continues, says one former Administration aide who is in a position to know, "the military brass can get away with all kinds of pet projects." Domestic spending could also be cut by as much as $5 billion, he says, depending on how willing congressmen are to cut into their own pet projects. Congress could pass an income-tax surcharge at the 10 per cent rate President Johnson originally asked, returning an added $10 billion in revenues.

Falling such measures, there remains an even more drastic alternative: Congress could accept the current two-front war as a national emergency, pass wage and price controls and then add to the deficit with less risk of inflation. Such controls are anathema to most economists, and with reason: they have, in the past, produced economic dislocations almost as bad as the inflation they were instituted to cure. But, after a fashion, they have worked. Harvard's John Kenneth Galbraith, an economist who had a hand in administering controls during World War II, believes they may be coming again—not by formal decree but through the back door. "I'd guess the trend will be in the direction of stronger wage-price guidelines," says Galbraith. "The President might get reserve powers to move into critical situations." But when it comes to legislating actual controls, adds the professor "we're like a minister looking at an erotic painting: we do it but we don't want anyone noticing."

In the long run, the most difficult task of all may well be the facing of some ugly home truths about America. For this is, in considerable truth, a nation that spreads its riches chiefly among citizens who are already fairly comfortable. Farm-price subsidies, for example, come to $1.6 billion a year, and most of the money goes to the big farmers. The government this year will spend $3.8 billion on new highways—as much as its requests for the poverty war, public housing, rent supplements and Model Cities combined. In Washington, D.C., each time a commuter buys a car, the city spends another $21,000 on streets, parking lots and lost tax rolls so that he can drive. "This nation must be pre pared to control this rich privi-

TO SAVE A SLUM

With outside financing and a big boost from Bobby, a project grows in Brooklyn

One sunny morning last week nine young Negroes in blue denims began primping and furbishing a single dilapidated house on a single block in Brooklyn's sprawling Bedford-Stuyvesant section, one of the nation's most crime-ridden black slums. There was something at once stirring and depressing in the sight—as if this meager handful of unskilled laborers aimed to rebuild, stone by stone, 640 square blocks riddled with poverty and decay.

But in fact, they were the visible beginning of the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corp., the modest legacies for what is designed to be the most sweeping and comprehensive rehabilitation effort ever brought to bear on a single American community. With no less a guiding star than Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, the Bedford-Stuyvesant scheme epitomizes one basic approach to slum reclamation: the concentration of powerful external forces, both public and private, on the task of turning a living wasteland into a booming commercial-residential complex. If the project fulfills its vaunted ambitions, within a few years Bedford-Stuyvesant will have been virtually turned into a huge office-and-shopping center with perhaps a Macy's store on a single block in Brooklyn's sprawling Bedford-Stuyvesant section, one of the nation's most crime-ridden black slums. There was something at once stirring and depressing in the sight—as if this meager handful of unskilled laborers aimed to rebuild, stone by stone, 640 square blocks riddled with poverty and decay.

Yet when Kennedy first systematically explored the section after the summer disturbances of 1966, he found some promising promises to serve as a foundation for building: the stability afforded by a 15 per cent level of private home ownership, and a stubborn core of neighborhood pride. After he launched the Restoration Corp. Kennedy employed his considerable persuasive powers to line up high-powered talent to the company's board of directors, men like International banker Andre Meyer, IBM chief Thomas Watson Jr., former Treasury Secretary Douglas Dillon, J.H. Whitney & Co.'s managing partner Benno Schmidt. With them came Republicans Jacob Javits and John Lindsay, the services of architect I.M. Pei, a $750,000 Ford Foundation grant, a pledge of $1 million from the Astor Foundation and $7 million from the Department of Labor to start things rolling.

"We are understating our goals... It's going to be a helluva long pull!"

Nearly every Restoration Corp. project in the ghetto is designed to include a job-training component. Every store, service and plant it helps establish is to be owned, managed or staffed as much as possible by local citizens. And the planners have scrupulously tried to restrain those prematurely aroused expectations that have proved nearly fatal to the larger war on poverty. Kennedy staffer Tom Johnston explains: "Our feeling is that it would be much better to understate our goals and our hopes. It's going to be a helluva long pull."

Despite such precautions, there are already rumblings of resentment over what looks to some Negroes like one more grandiose handout by the white man. The two corporate bodies were quickly dubbed "White Board" and "Black Board." A factional fight forced reconstitution of the Black Board to broaden its community base earlier this year, and there are still rankling discontents over the shake-up.

The program—still in its infancy—has wisely been walking softly and carrying large uncertainties. So far there is little visible but the first fruits of phase one—the housing-renovation project. And Kennedy has yet to see much boardroom recalcitrance, except to push ahead wherever possible.

And hope remains high, despite the certain knowledge that tangible progress may be ten years off. "I view it as a testing ground for the proposition that... a mixture of the private sector, government and the community can work," says one Black Board member. To that, Robert Kennedy's foremost political rival in New York added his own amen. Says John Lindsay: "I think this is going to work."

15
DO IT YOURSELF

For some Negroes, progress is a bootstrap effort—not the long wait for white help.

In the welter of ambivalent attitudes and ideologies swirling through the black communities, at least one notion strikes a powerful chord of concurrence: above all, Negroes want control of their own destinies. And that quest has led to a welter of self-help slum enterprises—all of them in marked contrast to the Bedford-Stuyvesant concept of concentrated external assistance. For these are economic ventures run by and for Negroes themselves.

One such flourishing undertaking that leaves no doubt about its identity is NEGRO, an acronym for National Economic Growth and Reconstruction Organization. Headed by Dr. Thomas W. Matthew, a tall, 43-year-old neurosurgeon, NEGRO is currently renovating two six-story apartment houses in the Bronx. As ghetto families begin moving into the buildings, NEGRO will supply a stream of services: a nursery, family-care programs, vocational guidance, an employment office, a medical clinic.

Begun three years ago in Queens with $2,000 in capital, NEGRO now claims a $1 million payroll and $3 million in assets. It already has a string of subsidiaries that include a small Queens hospital, a chemical corporation, a construction company (which supplies manpower for the apartment-house renovation), all owned and operated by Negroes. This is Matthew's answer to high-powered "hand-out" programs, among which he includes the New Deal, the present war on poverty and even the Bedford-Stuyvesant master plan. All such external schemes invariably fail to reach the hard-core Negro poor, he says.

His own program, Matthew admits, is a "big brother" scheme. "We take care of people. Nobody gets fired... We'll hire two men to do one man's job and we'll hire anybody. A secretary may have to look up every single word and be able to turn in only one piece of dictation a day, but we'll hire her. In time, she'll learn." Rather than have Negroes go on depending on white largess, Matthew encourages them to rely on Black Brother until they can control their own destinies. And that quest has led to a powerful chord of concurrence: above all, Negroes want control of their own destinies.

The president of NEGRO argues that massive inputs of government intervention and white liberalism is suspect; private enterprise is the only partner or benefactor to be trusted. "Self-help groups could do so much more if America put money at our disposal!"

The Negro backlash leaves Sullivan undaunted. He claims he has placed 3,000 trainees in jobs in Philadelphia alone. And though some Negroes accuse him of "creaming it" with inflated success statistics, at the moment he is pushing for a fund of $100 million "to activate centers in 60 cities which could produce 50,000 more newly trained people in a year."

Though the OIC's are advertised as open to all comers, so far few whites have enrolled. And indeed, Negro moderates fear that the emphasis on enterprises owned, operated and staffed by blacks will tend in the long run to isolate the ghettoes even further from the white community. But in a curious way, self-help enthusiasts seem to be cultivating a nineteenth-century rugged-individualist mentality that is helping establish links to the white business community. As a rule among Negro self-helper's, anything that smacks of government intervention and white liberalism is suspect; private enterprise is the only partner or benefactor to be trusted.

Thus Negro's Detroit-Negro-run Career Development Center turned down an offer of $2 million in poverty funds two years ago, but it has been cheerfully accepting contributions of money, equipment or instructors from Ford, the Burroughs Corp., and the hotel and restaurant industries to set up a job-training center in the Detroit ghetto.

Yet most Negro poverty workers acknowledge they can't make it alone. Dr. Cleo Blackburn, executive director of Planner House, a highly successful self-help home-building project for Negroes in Indianapolis, recently asked the Senate Banking Committee for a national program to help put up 80,000 such houses. And in the nearly forgotten poverty belts of the South, Negroes are using Federal grants to set up self-help producing and marketing cooperatives like the prospering Southwest Alabama Farmers Cooperative Association.

"We cannot be wholly a bootstrap operation," says James Farmer, chairman of the National Advisory Board of CORE. Even NEGRO's Matthew acknowledges: "We could do so much more with America putting money at our disposal." And the whole truth seems to be that there is room enough—and poverty enough—for the efforts of a Thomas Matthew, a Robert Kennedy and even a Federal war on poverty.
ABC'S OF RACE

To save ghetto children: parent power, new school systems—and a big dose of U.S. aid

The young Negro student sat listening intently as his teacher at Proviso East High School in suburban Chicago told the class some facts about democracy, U.S.A. To begin with, the teacher said, the Declaration of Independence spells out the fundamental belief that all men are created equal. The boy shot back: "That's a lie. The black man isn't equal.

The teacher said, the Declaration's charge—it most obviously needs a fulfillment from the next generation.

If America is productively to reclaim its black people—and honor the Declaration's charge—it most obviously needs a revolution in education. For a brief, exhilarating time dating from Sputnik, just such a revolution seemed to be in the making. New funds, new programs, new concepts and new commitments were marshaled to boost U.S. education across the board. Not only that, but efforts were launched to eradicate the gross disparities between schools in the suburbs and those in the cities—and, even more important, between schools in the cities and those in the ghettos. The most dramatic of the educational innovations were:

- Title I, the diversified and wide-ranging section of the 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education Act that authorized more than $1 billion in educational services specifically for disadvantaged, low-income schoolchildren.
- The Teacher Corps, the one imaginative program to shake the education establishment in decades by sending enthusiastic teams of specially trained teachers into slum schools.
- Head Start, the preschool program for ghetto children.

But then the counter-revolution set in. In the face of local opposition (by, among others, neighborhood-school advocates such as Boston's Louise Day Hicks), plus general public apathy and truly monumental problems, these ventures were either mortally wounded or seriously impaired. The result, says John W. Gardner, U.S. Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, is that today "the pieces of the education revolution are lying around unassembled."

The lost revolution is attested by more than its scattered pieces. It is borne out by the familiar statistical litany of Negro educational inferiority: a 60 per cent greater dropout rate than whites, an average reading level three years behind whites by grade twelve, a minuscule handful of college applicants. But the demolition of the guiding concept of equal educational opportunity is most forcibly underscored in preferential treatment that educators themselves have regularly given white middle-class schools. In Washington, D.C., for example, the school board actually spent $100 more per pupil in white schools than in Negro schools—until it was restrained by a court order last summer.

All this has not been lost on the black world. Educational failures have bred Negro frustration. That frustration is particularly high in the South, where the Federal government has relied on "free choice" desegregation plans—meaning that Negro pupils must bear the burden of transferring to formerly all-white schools, leaving themselves and their families open to reprisals and intimidation. At the same time, Negroes have begun to realize that for now integration is effectively out. To begin with, Negro migrations are transforming the color of central cities—and making integration increasingly difficult. Already, more than half the public-school enrollment is Negro and Puerto Rican in New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, St. Louis, Baltimore, Washington and Philadelphia. "Negroes have given up on integration," adds Winifred Green, a school specialist with the American Friends Service Committee. "They are frustrated, and they're turning back to the idea of improving their own schools."

"Here, teachers are interested in you . . . They push you but they don't push you out"

That is indeed just what has begun to happen. As in so many other areas, Negroes have confronted the reality of their isolation—and started to struggle with their own school problem. The inward turn and the surging growth of black consciousness have been reflected in more than the proliferation of African dress and hair styles in school corridors; it has led to classroom projects such as the formation of Negro honor societies, the outright exclusion of Negroes from many other areas, Negroes have begun to attempt to shape and control the institutions serving blacks. These are some of the signs of the times:

- In East Harlem, at I.S. (Intermediate School) 201, a community Planning Board is working toward the goal of self-determination—with the help of a $51,000 grant from the Ford Foundation—by trying to screen teachers and set the school curriculum. Thus this fall the all-black board placed newspaper ads for 21 new teachers. About 500 applied, and so far the board has hired fifteen.
- In Washington, D.C., the Thomas P. Morgan elementary school has been turned over to the Antioch-Putney Graduate
School of Education—and the new leadership quickly sponsored an election of fifteen local school-board members. The local board, in turn, hired its own principal and started ungraded classes. Beyond the goal of self-realization, such local control experiments offer the chance to break old patterns of education. "The Negro children haven't been learning the old way," says Mrs. Vivian Davis, a Morgan teacher. "We just have to give it a chance the new way."

* In Chicago, eight churches in the East Garfield Park ghetto formed the Christian Action Missionary Academy (CAM) last February, emphasizing black consciousness to get Negro dropouts back into the classroom. CAM teachers wear black-power buttons and greet students with "black power!" instead of "Hello." So far, CAM has 70 pupils who might otherwise be on the streets. And that, at least, is a start in Chicago, where 1,000 pupils drop out of school each month.

* In Harlem, other black groups, discouraged by the failure of existing educational systems, have set up their own institution: Harlem Preparatory School. It opened this fall in the 369th Regiment Armory a block from the Harlem River and will eventually have school blazers, a glee club and athletic teams. The goal of Harlem Prep is to move dropouts and other young adults from the Urban League's Street Academies in Harlem to college. "Here, teachers are interested in you as a human being," says 17-year-old Michael Kay, a former dropout. "They push you but they don't push you out."

### Control from the ghetto cuts through the faceless—and often heartless—bureaucracy

Such educational experiments are still young and fragile. But one encouraging point about control from the ghetto is already clear: it is a means of cutting through the faceless—and often heartless—bureaucracy of a white-oriented school system to make local schools directly accountable for their failures. Yet the concept of local control patently confronts the mighty obstacles of the inconstancy of ghetto parents and the excesses of ghetto sentiments. One of I.S. 201’s community advisers, for example, is Herman Ferguson, president of the Jamaica Rifle and Pistol Club, who was suspended as assistant principal of another school after he was accused of involvement in a plot to assassinate Whitney Young and Roy Wilkins.

More fundamentally, there must be deep skepticism that the undernourished black slums can ever make more than a psychic start at solving their school problems. Massive external aid from the white majority is required. Thus, the parents from Boston's Roxbury ghetto who organized Operation Exodus to bus 967 Negro pupils to open seats in white schools are the first to admit that the project is stopgap at best. Aside from the finance, the inconvenience and the uncertainties of suburban cooperation, busing as a concept has its serious drawbacks. It often takes the best and most highly motivated pupils out of the ghetto schools. And busing does nothing to improve the education of Boston's 22,500 students left in the slums, since the number who can escape is limited by the number of suburban seats available. In a frank moment, Samuel Graves, principal of suburban Wellesley High, says that busing "will always remain token."

To move beyond tokenism, the white school establishment must first begin to reassert constructive leadership—although this probably means total revamping of city school systems. There are a few encouraging instances where cities are already doing exactly that. Pittsburgh, for one, is planning what Superintendent Sidney P. Marland Jr. calls a "massive overhaul" by building "Five Great High Schools," each on a 40-acre site, to draw pupils from all sections of the city. Each school will cost $24 million and hold about 5,000 pupils; the first is scheduled to open in 1971. Such large schools offer powerful academic advantages by providing the best facilities and teachers to all pupils. Says Marland: "These schools will be good enough to confront white flight from the city."

Pittsburgh's Great High Schools are really versions of so-called educational parks, large schools holding up to 30,000 pupils, which have been proposed in many cities to provide genuine equal education. The creation of such parks, however, requires a truly massive investment in money and planning. At present, the U.S. Office of Education is spending about $2 million to plan such parks in seventeen school districts, from Berkeley to Philadelphia, where $500 million is needed desperately. Most large cities would have trouble building a large elementary school for $2 million.

### Business, labor and churches might break the public-school monopoly

For all the local initiative, true educational breakthroughs probably will have to be imposed from outside present school systems; most large-city systems today are simply too tired and too rigid to change from within. In one far-reaching proposal, the Ford Foundation last week advocated reorganizing the entire city into 30 or 60 locally governed community school districts. Each would be ruled by a local board, with a majority of members elected from the community. Each board would hire its own superintendent, principals and set school policies within the framework of the state school code. Such a system, the panel said, "should encourage constructive competition ... in effective educational ideas and practices, not in social or economic status." The panel's proposals will have a turbulent future. Hopefully, however, the germ of Bundy's revolution will carry over to our cities, where the entrenched bureaucracies may be less resistant.

There are still other innovative alternatives under discussion by concerned educational experts. Academics including James S. Coleman, a sociologist at Johns Hopkins, have proposed that the Federal government set up voluntary boarding schools to overcome the environment of the slums. And Kenneth Clark, the noted New York psychologist, thinks the business, labor, churches and other private groups should create competing school systems to break the public-school monopoly. Business is unlikely to educate all the children of Harlem, but it could establish invaluable success models.

All the while, however, the school year is running. Many steps can be taken with the help of Head Start, to keep the revolution from faltering further. The Federal research budget for education, now less than 1 per cent of a total $17 billion U.S. research-and-development budget, should be greatly enlarged. Above all, new programs, once started, should be supported fully and not, as with Head Start, allowed to wither after the first flush of enthusiasm. All levels of government should place additional emphasis on reading skills in terms both of more teacher training and of a special Reading Summer catch-up program for grade-school children. They should also support the hiring of more sub-professional teacher aides from the school area, thereby involving the community, reducing the effect of large class size, and providing career opportunities for those who want to become teachers.

In short, the innovative outlines of the education revolution in America of a few years ago must not be allowed to fade away. Now is the moment to go forward and fulfill the promise of an equal education before yet another generation of ghetto children is lost.
always thought I was in business to make money. Why should I get involved in the race problem?"

This trenchant question, spoken from the floor at a recent New York forum of businessmen, would have stood for the view of an overwhelming majority of the business community a few short months ago. But these days, in what may be the most encouraging development so far in the racial crisis, more and more businessmen are finding convincing reasons why they should get involved.

For some, trying to solve ghetto problems is a direct response to the riots. "Somebody's got to give the people jobs," says Dan A. Kimball, chairman of Aerojet-General's executive committee. "When you're 18 or 20 and don't have a job, you're going to get into trouble, no matter what." Others, such as Chase Manhattan Bank president David Rockefeller, think business is uniquely fitted to find creative solutions; still others, like General Electric chairman Gerald L. Philipse, argue that "this is a problem we can't just walk away from and leave to the Federal government to struggle with." And for many of the nation's businessmen, the most convincing argument for action is simple fear that unless the racial crisis is resolved, there won't be any money to be made. "We have to say to our shareholders," says Illinois Bell Telephone president James W. Cook, "that we just have to deal with this problem or in five or ten years there will be nothing left."

Whatever the rationale, a genuine sense of urgency is seeping into corporate boardrooms where men have long argued that their only responsibility to society was to turn out goods, employ workers and earn profits. In Chicago, for instance, Dean George Schultz of the University of Chicago business school sensed "a kind of implicit pressure in the business community--informally, I mean, among the top leaders. There is this kind of unspoken question, 'What are you doing to help things along?'"

So far, the new mood shows itself more in rhetoric than in real programs; business is still groping to find out what it can do, what the cost will be and even what the problem consists of. But literally thousands of companies and individual businessmen have begun to try, in pilot projects or large-scale programs that show genuine promise. Among them:

- **Ghetto Recruiting:** Ford Motor Co. set up two employment offices in the Detroit slums last month. The company eliminated written tests and promised hiring decisions on the spot. "Before, we were testing cultural background," says President Arjay R. Miller. "Some of the tests screened out individuals who could have done a good job." Last week, Ford had hired 700 of the 1,000 who applied. Under a similar program, General Motors has raised the proportion of Negroes in its Detroit plants from 25 per cent of new employees last year to 42 per cent this year.

- **On-the-Job Training:** Many companies have begun or expanded programs to train the unskilled, hard-core unemployed, and to help their current unskilled workers qualify for promotion. In Rochester, N.Y., Xerox Corp. is close to graduating its second twenty-man class of new workers after a twenty-week program combining practical work experience with remedial reading and arithmetic lessons. The trainees, many of whom have prison records, were found in a ghetto recruiting drive; the training cost came to $2,000 a man.

- **Joint Hiring Efforts:** In the wake of the Watts riot, H.C. (Chad) McClellan, a former president of the National Association of Manufacturers, cajoled 100 Los Angeles employers to step up their employment of Negroes. He also had a long-time friend, the President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Los Angeles understand that "this time it will not be turned down; in one notable coup, McClellan talked 25 of the militant Sons of Watts into applying for jobs. "If you happen to be black," McClellan says, "well, we'll give you an extra little chance because in the past it's been denied you." McClellan says a university study of 100 of the militants last year shows that they were still working.

- **Ghetto Plants:** To "put the jobs where the people are," Aerojet-General Corp. bought an abandoned plant in Watts and then started looking for work that low-skilled employees could do. Now, with a $2.5 million contract to make large tents for the Defense Department, the plant is employing 425 ghetto residents, few of them with any original work skills and most of them with police records.

- **Housing Rehabilitation:** In a frank attempt to prove that renovating slum buildings could become a profitable field for building materials, U.S. Gypsum Co. two years ago undertook to rehabilitate six dilapidated buildings in Harlem. The company is now beginning a huge new effort in partnership with city and Federal authorities to upgrade more than 1,200 apartment units in Chicago's Lawndale slum. "Hopefully," says a company aide, "this is just a beginning."

- **Ghetto Development:** In the past, major lenders have ruled out investment in slum areas as an unduly risky use of money. But in a widely hailed move this fall, a consortium of 350 of the nation's largest banks agreed that they would set aside $1 billion--a sixteenth of their annual investment--to finance ghetto housing under FHA insurance. Business involvement in the slums has begun to be organized on a national basis. Late last summer a prestigious group of businessmen organized a new Urban Coalition of business, labor, city and civil-rights leaders to lobby for new urban legislation and the formation of local coalitions. The national group called for the building of 1 million housing units a year, an emergency public-works program to provide 1 million jobs and a closer working relationship between government and the private sector. The National Association of Manufacturers also is promoting new techniques for dealing with slum problems, and is becoming a clearing-house for information on existing urban programs.

For all these encouraging developments, there are still major obstacles to meaningful business involvement in the ghetto. Indeed, some genuinely concerned businessmen are only beginning to grasp just what they can do about it and the fact that much of what is needed conflicts with the basic profit requirements of the business system.

Many businessmen, uneasy as they have become about recent events, still underestimate the explosive potential of the ghettos. In Rochester, for instance, Don Gaudion, president of Rochester Hurler Corp. and a member of the local business community, says that "I was acc-su ed of exaggerating," he recalls. "Then came the 1964 riots." Even after the riots, Rochester businessmen were
slow to work out successful employment programs; it was only after last spring's bitter struggle between Eastman Kodak and a militant Negro group that the community established Rochester Jobs, Inc., a cooperative agency that is committed to finding work for 1,500 hard-core unemployed.

And once committed, businessmen often find it abrasive and annoying to employ people whose whole way of life has failed to install such workday virtues as thrift, neatness, punctuality and pride in accomplishment. In San Francisco, an employers’ group is discovering to its dismay that real help for the hard-core poor requires vast reserves of patience, tolerance of absenteeism, personal contacts and motivational encouragement, and a willingness to pay for more work than actually gets done. "To generate a job is one thing," says an official of the program, "but to fill it is a whole hell of a lot harder."

So far, too, most businessmen are distinctly uncomfortable in any actual contact with the people they are seeking to help; they tend to discuss the problem mostly with each other or with comfortably middle-class Negroes. Significantly, the first meeting of the Urban Coalition was held in the elegance of Washington’s Shoreham Hotel. An uninvited guest turned up—a Negro in a green T-shirt and sunglasses who told the 800 assembled dignitaries: "When you hold these meetings, hold them down where the people are. Get down there and try to get down to the nitty-gritty." In one of the few cases where this advice was accepted, Henry Ford II recently visited a Pittsburgh meeting, for example. A spokesman for the Steelworkers Union said he would be happy to cooperate with a Negro employment program—as soon as the unemployed members of his union were working again. Far less justifiably, most construction-trades unions take only a token number of Negro apprentices and steadfastly refuse to use new construction techniques that promise to streamline the rebuilding of the ghettos.

"Business has shown a lot of willing-ness but it will be marked by failure" Fundamental, business still faces a basic dilemma over the size and cost of the effort needed to aid the ghettos. For the most part, businessmen are hired managers of other people’s money; how much can they expect their shareholders to sacrifice? In the name of social responsibility? David Rockefeller, for one, believes that business can pick up most of the tab, and that it will become "fashionable" to do so. But he is in a distinct minority. Mitchell Svinroff, an urban planner with the Ford Foundation, believes thatա is "too much to ask." Says Svinroff: "It will have to be done through tax incentives or outright subsidies. It's going to be extremely expensive."

All these unresolved problems prompt a good deal of skepticism about a long-term business contribution to solving the urban crisis. One prestigious urban planner, speaking off the record, concludes that "business has shown a lot of willingness." But he predicts flatly: "Business has been so long removed from the level of the disorders, from the public process, that it cannot respond. It will be marked by failure to deliver."

At this stage, both gloom and optimism over the role of business are clearly overdone. It would be silly and dangerous to expect, as some business spokesmen evidently do, that businessmen such as will ride in and rescue the country in its hour of peril. But given time and adequate incentives and subsidies, the business community can and should perform a major role in bringing the Negro fully and finally into the economic mainstream. As civil-rights leader Bayard Rustin sums it up, "I doubt if they will move the country to a fundamental change. But they will move it down the road."

**WHAT TO DO**

A twelve-point program for action now—and some guidelines for the longer pull

What must be done? Newsweek believes that the present national atmosphere of drift and civil disorder is intolerable. America’s goal must remain an integrated society—one in which a person’s color carries no more significance than his national origin. And it must be a stable society, free of rioting—and of the social conditions that spawn rioting. Yet current trends are propelling the nation as a whole away from its goals. If America is to escape the “natural apathy” the futurists speak of, a start must be made at once to counter these trends.

On the following pages, Newsweek presents a program for a comprehensive attack on America's top domestic problem. The program is in three parts: an immediate action agenda, a set of principles to guide sustained effort, and specific long-range proposals concerning employment, housing and other levers of social change. It is an expensive program—in terms not only of money but of the requirements of leadership and participation of all elements of American society, public and private.

The program is based on a fundamental premise: that America must reorder its priorities to give the plight of the disadvantaged at home the same urgency it affords the foreign obligations it has assumed. The War in Vietnam must be resolved as quickly as possible to enable the nation to get on with its unfinished homework. Until that day comes, emergency measures must be taken on the domestic front.

The first order of business is a dramatic effort—backed up by billions of dollars—to change the racial climate at home from defeatism and hostility to hope and the beginnings of reconciliation. Thus, the first phase of the Newsweek program is designed to start to improve life in the great urban ghettos that have exploded in disruption unprecedented in American history. It is not a program to "reward" rioters—but rather to redress the grievances and shake the desperate impatience that fuel rioting. The emphasis here—and throughout the program—is on social justice, not merely pacification. There is ample evidence, from the halls of Congress to the nation’s military and police headquarters, that improved riot-control is already uppermost in the minds of many of America’s
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carefully spent money. A sustained commitment to eliminate
poverty will inevitably involve long-run expenditures of $20
billion to $30 billion a year. But while the war in Vietnam
continues and the nation gears up for the long domestic pull,
immediate action can be taken at far less cost. NEWSWEEK’s
short-term program entails reducing the Federal budget
deficit while adding $510 million above current government
requests in the short time remaining in this fiscal year. For
the next fiscal year, beginning next July, $6.9 billion in new
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The following twelve points represent NEWSWEEK’s pro-
posals for immediate action. They are designed not as cure-
alls, but as minimal first steps to generate a sense of move-
ment. Much of the short-range package could be in operation
by next summer if a start is made now. The cost estimates
are based on the best calculations available from sources in
government, universities, foundations and elsewhere.

1. PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP: Lyndon Johnson should
apply the prestige and power of the Presidency to the racial
rights in the same energy he uses to nourish his faltering
consensus on the war in Vietnam. He could start by calling
meetings with the nation’s opinion-makers—businessmen, pro-
fessionals, the clergy, educators, state and local officials, union
leaders and other groups—to inspire a sense of urgency and
mobilize their support for ghetto programs. He should show his
own concern by visits to the ghettos—even as he flies to the
scenes of natural disasters. His Cabinet members, too, should
be on the road, educating white America to the problem and
showing the flag of concern to black America. The President
should use every opportunity, from informal Rose Garden
ceremonials to a full-dress television address to the nation, to
press the case for social justice.

2. TOP-LEVEL DIRECTION: The President should appoint
a super-Cabinet-level coordinator in the White House to ride
herd on domestic programs, with emphasis on city and pov-
erty problems. He must speak with the full authority of the
White House to prod the bureaucracy and to make sure that
it does not operate at cross purposes. The coordinator should
be a man of the caliber of Secretary of Defense Robert Mc-
Namara, Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare John
W. Gardner or former White House aide McGeorge Bundy,
now head of the Ford Foundation. Cost: negligible.

3. INFLATION CONTROL: The President and Congress
should take immediate steps to reduce the budget deficit to
an annual rate of $15 billion. The first step should be passage
of the income-tax surcharge proposed by the President; after
that, spending cuts must be made in nonessential areas. With
the deficit thus under control, further reallocation of Federal
funds must be made in the next fiscal year to accommodate
new urban and poverty appropriations. To start with, non-
Vietnam defense spending could be cut by as much as $3 bil-
lion, and Congress should re-examine such domestic items as
highway construction ($3.8 billion), pork-barrel projects ($1.3
billion), farm-price supports ($1.6 billion) and the space
program ($5.3 billion). Failing an adequate combination of
taxes and spending cuts, the President should consider de-
claring a national emergency and asking Congress to impose
credit, wage and price controls, state and local officials, union
leaders and other groups to inspire a sense of urgency and
mobilize their support for ghetto programs. He should show his
own concern by visits to the ghettos—even as he flies to the
scenes of natural disasters. His Cabinet members, too, should
be on the road, educating white America to the problem and
showing the flag of concern to black America. The President
should use every opportunity, from informal Rose Garden
ceremonials to a full-dress television address to the nation, to
press the case for social justice.

4. STATE AND LOCAL EFFORT: State and local govern-
ments can do a great deal at a low cost and without delay.
Their first order of business is to provide the slums with the
same level of public services that other neighborhoods take
for granted: sanitation, police protection, street lighting,
building-code enforcement. These services must be equalized
even if it means short-run reductions for other neighborhoods.
Civic officials have a primary obligation to get out into the
slums and make their agencies of government responsive to
the voice of the ghetto. The police have a special responsibil-
ity to make their community-relations programs meaningful down to the beat level; the President's crime commission could find no U.S. police department doing an entirely adequate job. The administration of justice must be revamped to eliminate punitive bail, to insure availability of legal counsel, and to make sure that the arrest records of persons subsequently cleared are expunged or kept confidential.

The administration of justice must eliminate punitive bail, to insure availability of legal adequate job. The administration of justice must

5. THE PRIVATE SECTOR: Business should make a special effort not just to hire, but to seek out, train and promote the hard-core unemployed—and particularly the Negro. Unions, especially the long-exclusionary craft unions, must lower their color bars—voluntarily, if they will, or under government pressure, if they won't. The Urban Coalition effort to focus private sector involvement in the ghettos should be encouraged and expanded. Banks and other lenders should follow the example of the insurance industry in making capital available for slum rebuilding and for loans to promote slum business. The advertising community should help in the task of changing racial attitudes. More foundations should emulate Ford, Field and Taconic in financing experimental programs for minority groups. Universities should coordinate their resources to share their facilities and skills with the ghettos.

6. EMPLOYMENT: The government should expand adult job-training programs as fast as possible—tripling the current allocation of $400 million in the next fiscal year to cover a total of about 840,000 persons. Part of the increase should be used to expand existing pilot programs under which the government pays subsidies for the training and sub-par productivity of the hard-core unemployed. For those not covered by the expanded program, the government should act as the employer of last resort. As a first step, the government should subsidize ghetto cleanup programs in the cities to provide jobs for 350,000 unemployed, many of them teen-agers. This program should be geared both to the immediate needs of the ghettos (garbage removal, recreational facilities, street and sidewalk repair, demolition of derelict buildings and the like) and the long-term training of those employed. Cost: $200 million this fiscal year, $1.8 billion in the next.

7. WELFARE: The welfare bureaucracy must reform the needlessly abusive and repressive (and sometimes racist) features of the current system—the midnight searches of welfare mothers' homes for evidence of a man in the house, quixotic budgeting, regulations that stifle incentive by docking a client's benefits for any wages he may earn on his own. The Federal government must bring pressure on states and localities to make existing welfare programs (such as aid to dependent children, food stamps and surplus food allotments) accessible to all the poor. Prompt emergency action is required to guarantee food for thousands who are going hungry in the Black Belt South. The Federal government should set up its own welfare or food distribution centers where state or local authorities refuse to provide them. And an immediate beginning must be made on equalizing the level of welfare benefits across the country and extending them to the 75 per cent of the needy—black and white—who are not now given any aid. Cost: $2 billion in the next fiscal year.

8. HOUSING: To provide maximum housing at minimum cost, Congress should raise the appropriation for rent supplements from the $40 million requested by the President—and the $10 million allocated by Congress—to $200 million a year, enough to cover more than 300,000 families. The Model Cities pilot program should be funded at the full $662 million requested by Mr. Johnson this year—rather than the $312 million Congress approved—and escalated thereafter. In public housing, short-term emphasis should concentrate on rehabilitation of rundown slum dwellings. In order to provide more units faster and cheaper, unnecessarily rigid rehabilitation standards should be made more flexible. In addition, new funds should be set aside for "sweat equity" rehabilitation projects in which the poor can do enough of the construction work themselves to earn the equivalent of a down payment. Cost: $160 million this fiscal year, $1 billion in the next.

9. EDUCATION: The Federal government should subsidize an eight-week 1968 Reading Summer, to provide intensive reading instruction for up to 6 million first through sixth-grade children in poverty areas across the nation—thereby not only providing them with a basic skill, but getting them off the streets, as well. The government should expand current programs to pay college expenses for 20,000 borderline high-school graduates. The payments—roughly $2,500 a year—should go directly to the recipient, as GI benefits do now. Universities should, with Federal subsidies, undertake talent searches for promising ghetto high-school youngsters and provide summer enrichment programs on campus for 50,000 slum children. The government should budget an additional $10 million to further planning of integrated educational parks. Cost: $100 million this fiscal year, $5 billion the next.

10. RIOT CONTROL: A city police department's first objective must be to prevent a minor incident from escalating into a major riot. Police down to the cop on the beat must be trained to handle routine ghetto arrests with maximum possible speed and minimum possible force. Where a flare-up occurs anyway,
police must be ready with tactical plans, lines of command and communication— with the mayor in control. The police should be given far more sophisticated training in controlling arson and looting and in sniffing out street warfare. For example, snipers should be dealt with by crack police marksmen, not by random fusillades. Federal instructors should tour the cities to brief local police on anti-riot tactics. The original version of the President’s Safe Streets and Crime Control Act should be enacted. In light of the National Guard’s erratic riot-control performance, the Pentagon and the states have a joint responsibility to see that guard units are fully integrated and far better trained in anti-riot techniques. Cost: negligible Federal funds.

11. ENFORCEMENT POWERS: Existing Federal civil-rights laws must be vigorously enforced and the enforcement agencies must be adequately funded. Among the agencies involved are the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, the Justice Department and the Department of Housing and Urban Development, which is responsible for policing the provision of the 1964 civil-rights act denying U.S. funds to segregated hospitals, schools and other federally aided facilities. At present, these enforcement agencies are operating on total budget allocations of only $19 million. They should be expanded as fast as the machinery is capable of handling, new funding. HEW should refuse to accept so-called “freedom of choice” school desegregation plans which have commonly been used to institutionalize token integration in the South. The Justice Department should intensify its use of Federal voting examiners to speed the registration of Southern Negroes. Cost: $50 million this fiscal year and the next.

12. GHETTO BUSINESS: To help stop the flight of business from the ghetto, the government should guarantee insurance losses caused by riots. Federal money must also be made available to reduce interest rates and guarantee payment of loans to ghetto businessmen. This should be done through local banks that will agree to provide guidance for the businessmen, with the Federal government picking up the counseling bills. Cost: $50 million in the next fiscal year.

These steps, of course, would constitute only a beginning. A concerted effort—even if begun now—would be the work of a generation or more. The long effort cannot be done piecemeal. In order to succeed, it will have to be guided by a coherent long-term strategic goal and a set of tactical premises. The goal, again, is the assimilation of the Negro and other deprived minorities into the American mainstream. Newsweek proposes the following tactical approaches:

FEDERAL STANDARDS

Contrary to the cherished belief of the old liberalism, the Federal bureaucracy is not the ideal instrument for handling social issues which must ultimately be settled at the local level. But it is the embodiment of the national will and conscience—and it can prescribe minimum standards of fairness for states and localities in federally assisted programs. Today, wide discrepancies exist in the way the states meet their responsibilities in welfare, education and other vital services. The Federal government pays 55 per cent of the nation’s $7 billion welfare budget and pumps billions more into education. But it has been unable so far to establish a line beneath which no state or locality is permitted to fall. A welfare system that permits average monthly aid-to-dependent-children payments of $9.35 in Mississippi and $55.85 in New Jersey actually promotes the growth of Northern big-city slums. The government must follow the example set by its own interstate highway program (90 per cent financed by Federal funds) and impose rigorous minimum standards on all federally assisted programs.

DECENTRALIZATION

Federal standards would not mean that the government should take over the operation of state and local programs—except in those cases where the states and localities totally abdicate their responsibilities (as some have in the food and food-stamp programs). Washington is best suited to collect tax revenues, to redistribute them around the country and to coordinate and police local efforts. But programs should be decentralized to permit local control.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Decentralization, in turn, will permit a greater degree of citizen participation—not only of the poor, but also the middle class. In big cities today, citizens feel themselves increasingly distant even from municipal government. The old system of neighborhood political clubs—which once served as brokers between the citizen and City Hall—has largely disintegrated, and no substitute has yet been found. Neighborhood school planning boards, storefront “city halls” and service centers, precinct level police-community relations committees, machinery for neighborhood participation in urban-renewal planning—all would help bridge the widening gulf. It is particularly important that white officials recognize what is healthy in the new “black consciousness”—the Negro’s will for a measure of control over his own destiny. This mood will often be expressed abrasively and even disruptively. But it is too important to be dismissed as mere troublemaking. The idea of participation must apply not only to the poor, but also to the involvement of the private sector—industry, the labor movement, foundations and universities.

PLANNING

If progress is to be made, the nation must conquer its aversion to the concept of planning. A commitment to long-term strategy is needed to end the current proliferation of patchwork programs. A society that finds the word planning abhorrent has lately begun talking instead of “systems analysis,” the multidimensional approach that was used in such complex projects as the development of the Polaris submarine and the exploration of space. There is no evidence yet that systems analysis can be used effectively to solve complex social problems, but its central concept—seeing a problem as a whole and attacking it accordingly—must be adopted wherever possible. Yet no planning system will work without first marshalling complete and reliable data. The government should create a National Urban Planning Center, which would systematically collect data on such aspects of the problem as population trends, migration and employment patterns, crime and the housing picture. The center should be a clearinghouse for private and public research, its own studies included. It should also be an innovative laboratory, devising new programs and testing them on a pilot basis.

GHETTO DEVELOPMENT

Any program aimed at the economic development of the ghetto should be directed primarily at encouraging commercial and service enterprises, branch offices and the establishment of government offices rather than heavy industry. There are powerful temptations to use subsidies and other devices to coax industry into the ghetto. But this moves against the present trend toward the location of factories in the suburbs...
and only a prohibitive level of subsidies could begin to turn the tide. Heavy industry, indeed, might make the ghettos even less habitable by exacerbating toxic, air pollution, noise levels and other problems. Commercial enterprises can achieve the same ends by providing jobs and stimulating the growth of service businesses. Instead of moving industry where the Negroes are, Negroes can be moved where industry is by adequate training programs and public transit systems, and, ultimately, a policy of dispersing the ghettos.

**QUOTAS**

Quotas have traditionally gone against the American grain. But so knotty is the problem of making integration work that some thinkers have concluded that a step as drastic as benign quotas in housing, schools and employment may yet become necessary. Experience has shown that, without conscious head-counting, "integration" is most often only the transitional stage between all-white and all-black in a neighborhood or school. Hence, even as steps are taken to promote dispersal of the ghettos, the government in cooperation with the private sector might someday have to set limits on the number of Negroes in given localities. This sort of "positive discrimination" would undoubtedly require legislation of a sort hitherto considered unthinkable, and the courts would have to depart radically from past Constitutional interpretations. It may have to be considered as part of any realistic effort at desegregation. Positive hiring quotas may also become necessary if Negroes are to be insured real equality of opportunity.

With these broad policy guidelines, specific longer-range programs can be developed. Changing events will shape the details, but Newsweek believes that planning should begin now for programs along the following lines:

- **Employment:** The long-term goal must be a full-employment economy. This will require an expansion of training programs until they reach literally everyone who can benefit from them. It will also require the creation of millions of new jobs in service and semiprofessional categories such as teachers' aides, social-work aides and community workers. Such jobs would be immune to the increasing automation of industry, and at the same time would free highly trained professionals to use their full skills. The government should remain the employer of last resort to make sure that there are jobs for all who are willing and able to work. But if training efforts succeed, this segment should remain a marginal part of the program. Business should be reimbursed for the costs it incurs in seeking out, training and employing initially unproductive workers, but it also must accept its responsibility to hire and promote Negroes equitably. Government at every level must set the example by making sure it is a model employer, with a revamping of civil-service promotion rules if necessary.

- **Welfare:** The goal of national policy should be a humane and radically simplified system that guarantees that no American will go without the minimum necessities of life. For the immediate future, the government should focus its efforts on equalizing benefits under existing programs and extending them to the 75 per cent of the poor who are not now getting any help. The ultimate objective should be reform of the present structure to provide direct assistance to the poor, based on their individual needs. Among the alternative reforms currently under discussion, the negative income tax, with its flat formula, would not take account of individual need, and an across-the-board family allowance simply would not be enough for the truly destitute. A reformed welfare system should also include incentives to work, expanded day-care centers to enable welfare mothers to work, and birth-control counseling on a voluntary basis.

- **Housing:** National policy should promote the dispersal of Negroes from the ghetto into integrated city and suburban neighborhoods. A dispersal rate of 500,000 per year would do no more than keep the ghettos from growing, but it would at least provide real alternatives for ghetto Negroes. The first requisite is a strong Federal fair-housing law—a measure that could not of itself accomplish dispersal but would be dramatic evidence of the national commitment. While dispersal goes on, the ghettos must be made livable; existing Federal programs should be expanded. In the long run, use of new technology and the increasing involvement of private capital should spur both rehabilitation of existing buildings and the construction of new low-cost units. "Sweat equity" projects and other home ownership plans should be expanded. Ultimately, the incentives provided by the rent-supplement program should be used to promote dispersal.

- **Education:** The over-all goal is quality integrated education. This ultimately will mean the development of educational parks in the cities, the integration of suburban school districts and the elimination of the last vestiges of the dual school system in the South. Until these long-range objectives can be reached, existing ghetto schools must be radically improved. State school codes should be revised to permit an eleventh-month school year with the summer emphasis on remedial teaching for pupils performing below grade level. Pre-school classes should begin at age 3—the age when many now feel children can begin real learning—for children in ghettos and other poverty areas, with emphasis on basic learning skills. Talented teachers should be rewarded by merit-pay increases to the equivalent of at least $15,000 in current (1967) dollars. Reforms in the school curriculum should include the teaching of Negro history—for whites as well as Negroes.

- **Southern Development:** To reduce the pressure on Negroes to move into the ghettos, national policy should be consciously directed at developing jobs and decent living conditions in the rural South. Government subsidies and tax incentives should be used to encourage industrial development, particularly in poverty-stricken backwaters. Not only these devices, but the government's purchasing power should be used to insure that Southern industry hires and promotes Negroes in equitable numbers. Those who wish to stay on the land should be helped by government loans to set up small businesses, by loans to set up truck farms and by technical assistance.

The government must rid its own farm programs of discrimination.

- **Health:** A national effort must be made to raise health standards among Negroes to the levels enjoyed by whites. The gap in life expectancy for children. The "medicaid" program—medical care for the poor—should be expanded with uniform minimum standards of eligibility and benefits set by Congress.

A almost a quarter of a century ago, Gun- nar Myrdal, in his monumental study "An American Dilemma," counseled wisely that the problem of the Negro—and its ultimate solution—lay in the heart of white America. He was right, of course; no program of any dimension can even be begun unless white America can muster the resolve for the task.

The task is plain. The means are at hand. The time to begin is now.